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Abstract 
 
The World has entered in to a revolutionized arena known to be Internet of 

Things (IoT) and allied technology. This diverse technology has imbibed its 

root in various fields ranging from healthcare, mobile computing, home 
automation integrating, smart cities and many more. This article focusses on 

operating consumer power devices without physical contact, with mobile 

communication using IoT based technology. The objective is established 

with the most viable Arduino micro controller and relays. The current 
situation due to Covid-19 demands for complete isolation to prevent future 

spread, which leads to loss of life. By using this strategy of operation using 

mobile based application. The spread of infection disease can be controlled. 
The cost incurred for installation and maintenance have posed to be a reliable 

and feasible method for real time applications. 

 
Keywords: Arduino Platform,Blynk App, Internet of Things, Pandemic, 

Sensors and Actuators. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The concept is introducing sensors and intelligence to day to day usable 

objects is nurtured to be called as Internet of Things.  
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The arguments and discussions based on their started in early 1980‟s and 

1990‟s. The triggering started only when the allied componentssuch as IC‟s 

and memory devices, batteries, Processors became smaller and more 
compact. This paved way for communication protocols and developed 

largely. The effective usage of Ipv6, to provide the required IP addresses for 

every connected device in a network, is likely to be a challenge. The most 

competent application was introducing RFID tags to products and 
commodities to track their location and prevent theft. [1] The advantages of 

IOT for Commerce is based implementation celerity and efficacy.  In modern 

era, the strength of   a business is based on data collection and analysis.  We 
are currently presiding in a world [2-3] where the devices are connected in a 

common platform to do a particular task. It is complimented with the 5G 

Technology. 
 

2 Literature Survey 
 

The other name for IOT is coined to be „Universal Global Neural 

Network‟. [4] This paper reviews the recent developments, enabling 

technologies and cons. [6]. This paper refers to a structure or framework to 

implement energy efficient smart homes using wireless topology. This is 
made possible by recording.The usage of electrical appliances [7]. Perimeter 

access control refers to the identification of illegal entry into the surveillance 

parameter [5]. The oxygen levels in a contracted factory premises are 
checked and reported to the authority. There by ensuring the health and 

safety of the working community. Vehicle Auto-diagnosis: The information 

secured from the CAN bus is coherently sent to the alarm installed to indicate 
the emergencies and intimation to the drivers. 

    In the application of medical fridges, where specific temperature used to 

be maintained for specific temperature used to maintained for specific 

vaccines and Antibiotics.IoT is used to monitor and report any deviations 
approximately. [8]. The retail commercial Industry are Processing IoT 

solutions and embedded systems to enhance, in-store operations, increasing 

Purchasers; Theft monitoring, inventory management and much more with 
low cost. [9] Farming and agricultural industry is taken to the next phase by 

introducing IoT to maintain their stocks in good condition, irrigation 

measures maintained at proper limits.[10-15]. 
 

3 Research Methodology 
 

In an IOT based research, all the interconnected physical commodities 

are brought together using internet infrastructure. Arduino board is an 

impeccable single board system. Arduino IOT cloud can receive and analyze 
the data but impossible to change the parameter of the defined property. 
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 For instance, an installed temperature sensor provides room temperature 

that is assigned to be a read only parameter. 

But if a thermostat controller is included, we can assign it to be a read 
write parameter, where the parameter can be altered as desired. As a need of 

the hour, if all the electrical appliances in a covid-19 isolation ward is 

connected in IOT platform transmission of the contagious infection can be 

avoided. (This can be implemented by the following steps). To make the 
frame work user friendly, firstly Blynk app to be downloaded in an Android 

based smart mobile phone. Blynk is feasible IOT plat form which propagates 

easy assembly for controlling and monitoring the data using Android and 
IOT devices. The user can define a project dash board and apparently add 

elements such as buttons, Sliders, and many more for controlling the 

peripherals attached.The added feature is that, almost all microcontrollers in 
recent times is compatible with Blynk app. The block diagram representation 

is shown in figure 1.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Block Diagram Representation of the Experimental setup 

 

4 Implementation and Results 
 

• The following steps are involved in a meticulous process to 

achieve the desired output and the hardware setup is shown in figure 2.  
• Blynk app installation and registration using an active email in 

android IOS supported mobile phone as shown in figure 3. 

• Create a new project and make the necessary Wi-Fi and app 
settings (including all the elements to be controlled). 

• To control from a remote location Blynk library to be included 

and installed in the Arduino IDE platform 

• Connect the hardware to the micro-controller development board 
(Arduino UNO) and confirm the initial settings. 

• Verify and upload the code to the Arduino IDE and check with 

app for the working status as shown in figure 4. Debug if required. 
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Fig 2:Hardware setup with Arduino Uno 

 

 
Fig. 3:Blynk App Dashboard 
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Fig. 4: Programming code using Arduino IDE 

 

5 Conclusion & Future Work 
  

This article has given a solution to the existing problem faced by the 
health care and sanitization workers to safeguard them from the vulnerability 

of infectious diseases. The installation and maintenance cost incurred 

implementing for low and medium power consumer electrical appliances are 
normal and commodious. This type of arrangement can not only be used 

during such kind of pandemic situation but also for geriatric care, where 

immediate attention is required by the bedridden old age people. 
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